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Abstract 
 

The Byzantine Agreement problem is one of the most fundamental problems in the field of distributed 

environment. It requires a set of the processors to agree on a common value even if some processors are 

corrupted. There are many significant studies about these problems in a well-defined network environment. 

These network like the FCN (Fully Connected Network), GCN (Generalized Connected Network), and SGCN 

(Super Generalized Connected Network) discussed about vary faults of processors and transmission media. 

Thus, we can understand the faulty tolerant capability of these network environments. But it is computationally 

infeasible for ignoring the network structure in a real environment. In general, the processors will turnover the 

network arbitrary in any time. Thus, the network will become an instable state that influences the system to 

reach a common value. Subsequently, the fault tolerant capability will unable to be computed due to each 

processor doesn’t know any connectivity of other processors. Thus, this paper will discuss about this serious 

problem that vary network environment. This kind of the network, we call it as an Unknown Network (UNet) 

structure. And this paper proposes the solution for Byzantine Agreement in a UNet environment. These 

assumptions will generate some different results with prior literatures. Similarly, our proposed protocol can 

solve the Byzantine Agreement using minimum rounds of message exchange, and tolerates the maximum 

number of transmission media failure.  

Keywords: Byzantine Agreement, Consensus, Unknown Network, Fault Tolerant, and Distributed Network.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The Byzantine Agreement (BA) problem is one of fundamental problems in a distributed fault tolerant 

environment. This problem first studied by Lamport in 1982 [7] was solved to make system run and agree on a 

common value even if certain processors in the distributed system were failed. The main model of the problem 

describes the system contains n communicate processors, at most t of which are corrupted [2,3,4,9]. Each 

processor will agree on a common value if the fault numbers less than fault tolerant boundary. The goal will be 

achieved if an initial value needs to be set in a source processor before reaching a common value among healthy 

processors. We call this agreement as a Byzantine Agreement problem. A closely related sub-problem, the 

consensus problem, has been extensively studied [18] as well. The main operates as follow, each processor j has 

its own initial value vj before executing the protocol, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. To start the protocol, each processor broadcasts 

its initial value to all processors in the first round, subsequently, each processor broadcasts the messages that 

received in the first round and makes the decision. The problem will be solved and achieved if they satisfy the 

following constraints: 

(Agreement):  All healthy processors agree on a common value. 

(Validity):     If the initial value of each healthy processor is vi then all healthy processors shall agree on 

the value vi. 

In practice, the symptom of faults in a distributed system can distinguish between the processors and 

transmission media (TM). These faults can be classified as dormant fault (include crash, omission, stuck-at, or 

timing faults) and malicious fault (Byzantine faults). According to above discussion, we know the network 

topology is a very important factor. It will assist us to distinguish from these faults, if the network structure is 

known. But, each processor doesn’t know any connectivity of other processors in a real network environment. 

Thus, we will discuss unknown transmission media of UNet in this paper. 

Consequently, this paper considers a vary network environment structure due to the network states will 

influence the fault tolerant capability deeply. However, many kinds of the discussions in FCN [11], GCN [9], 

and SGCN [10], but they considered the BA problem or consensus problem in a well-defined network. Thus, 

prior papers will generate some problems that network structure will change if each processor appears or 

disappears in any time. Although, each processor can achieve a common value under the well-known network, 

but it is infeasible in a UNet environment. Thus, this paper will enquire about UNet Protocol (UNP) to achieve 
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agreement in a UNet environment. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the previous results. The UNet Protocol 

(UNP) is explained in section 3. The correctness and complexity of UNP is proved in section 4. Finally, the 

conclusion is showed in section 5. 

 
2. Previous Results 

According to the prior literatures, the allowable faulty transmission media (TMs) are (n/2-1) in a 

(n-1)-connected environment [5,6,12,13]. These protocols need two rounds of message exchange and make the 

healthy processors to reach a common value in the last round [11,12]. Similarly, the influence of a faulty TM 

produced in the (k-1)th round can be removed by k-th round of message exchange [9,10,11]. Based on the 

results of Wang [9], we can know that only two rounds required in the message exchange phase for each healthy 

processor to reach an agreement if the number of faulty TMs are less than (n/2-1). The messages were 

influenced by a faulty TM in the first round, but this fault would be cleared in the next round (second round), so 

we can clearly know the exactly messages and agree on a common value. In this assumption, prior literatures 

mention c-connectivity protocol [3,4], it allows c-connectivity network can tolerant (c+1)/2-1 [3,4] fault TMs 

in general case. But this assumption will decrease the fault tolerant capability. Only the faulty numbers spread 

equally. Subsequently, next section we will discuss uses our proposed protocol can improve the tolerant 

numbers from (c+1)/2-1 to   
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3. The UNet Protocol (UNP) 

Meanwhile, prior protocols do not consider about the fault results from the vary processors or TMs 

[9,10,11,12]. These problems will decrease accuracy of messages and fault tolerant capability. Thus, this paper 

will confer on each processor step by step to fit the real network environment and find the fault tolerant 

capability. 

Due to prior literatures [3,4], we can gain the protocol which can tolerate any transmission media faults in 

a system provided n > 3m + d and c > 2m + d [3,4], where n is the total number of processors in the network, c 

is the system connectivity, m is the number of malicious faults, and d is the number of dormant faults. However, 

we find the protocol we proposed that it is more flexible to fit an unknown network (UNet) environment. The 

network will extend or reduce continuously if any processor gets in or out offline in any time. Thus, each 
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processor maybe understands the connection state of the neighbor only via the message exchange. Unfortunately, 

the network changes soon again and each processor doesn’t distinguish from all of the network structures 

basically. On other hand, each processor only knows itself connection condition at most. Thus, we will take this 

point to generate our protocol that each processor can know itself connectivity only in an unknown distributed 

environment. 

This paper has different result than before [3,10,13]. Our protocol UNP (UNet Protocol) is introduced to 

solve the consensus problem in a UNet. The faulty transmission media will send the wrong messages which are 

changed or delayed and influence the processors to achieve the agreement. Thus, the consensus problem is 

achieved if the number of faulty transmission media within   
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will execute the protocol UNP to reach a common value as the same as prior protocols. The protocol UNP have 

two phases that message exchange phase and decision making phase. In the prior literatures, it needs two rounds 

to solve the consensus problem if the network has the faulty transmission media only [11,12]. 

Thus, under the protocol UNP, we can solve the consensus problem using two rounds message exchange in 

a UNet. In the first round of message exchange, each processor multicasts its initial value vi through connected 

transmission media which been knew and then receive other processors’ initial value as well. In UNP, each 

processor is not aware of other processors’ connections. If there has no connection exist, the processor won’t 

know that. Each processor will receive the ci messages according to its connection state and construct the vector 

through the received messages. In the second round of message exchange, each processor acts as the sender and 

sends the vectors which be received in the first round and constructs the matrix MATi. Finally, the decision 

making phase will reach an agreement among the processors. The proposed protocol UNP is defined in Figure 

1. 

In the prior literatures [3,4], we can gain a fault tolerant capability protocol c >2m + d and find the result 

will be changed from some variables, like dormant fault and malicious fault. It is feasible protocol in a distinct 

network structure. But the previous protocols will occur a serious problem that those don’t solve each processor 

knows its connection only in a UNet structure. Namely, the connection is indeterminate state. In this restriction, 

each processor doesn’t know all connections capability except itself. Thus, the protocol c > 2m + d will not 

display the real fault tolerant capability that we needed. So, this paper uses the protocol ci > 2mi + di (for 1≦ i 

≦ n) to replace previous protocol c >2m + d for solving fault tolerant capability in a UNet. This protocol was 
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gained by accumulating information of each processor tolerant situation. Thus, the protocol will achieve a 

common value via corresponded with each processor condition. Similarly, the malicious fault and dormant fault 

were computed by equation (1) and (2) among the processors. The protocol UNP uses the equation (1) and (2) 

to compute the fault tolerant capability. 

m: the total number of malicious faults 

d : the total number of dormant faults 

m = ∑
=

n

i 1

i  2
m  … (for 1≦ i ≦ n)  ……………………(1) 

d =  ∑
=

n

i

id
1

2  … (for 1≦ i ≦ n)  ………….……….…(2) 

According to above equations, the protocol ci > 2mi + di will be acquired and analyzed of the fault 

transmission media. The relationships between malicious and dormant faults are analyzed in Table 1. 

 

Protocol UNP (For each processor i with initial value vi) 
 
Definition: n   : the number of processors 

TMij: the transmission media is connecting with the processor i and processor j. 
v   : the initial message 
Vi   : vector 
ci    : the connectivity of processor i 

Message Exchange Phase: 
Round 1:     Multicast the initial value through (ci) TMs. Receive other processors’ (v) values via (ci) 

TMs. Then, construct vector Vi. 
Round 2:     Multicast the vector (Vi). 

Receive the vectors sent by other processors. Then, construct MATi. 
Decision Making Phase: 

Step 1: Taking the majority value of each row k of MATi to be MAJk. 
Step 2: If (∃ MAJi = ¬ vi), then DEC i = φ; 
Step 3: Else if (∃ MAJk = ?) AND (vki = vi), then DECi = φ, else DECi = vi and halt. 

 
Figure 1. The proposed protocol UNP to solve consensus problem 
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Table 1 The fault tolerant number of a UNet 

Meyer & Prahan UNP  

c > 2m + d ci > 2mi + di (1) m=∑
=

n

i 1

i  
2

m
 (2) d=∑

=

n

i 1

i  
2
d

  

n m d c di ci Remark 
4 5 If mi = 0 & c= 5, then di = 0~4 

3 4,5 If mi = 0 & c= 4, then di = 0~3 

2 3~5 If mi = 0 & c= 3, then di = 0~2 

1 2~5 If mi = 0 & c= 2, then di = 0~1 

0 4 5 

0 1~5 If mi = 0 & c= 1, then di = 0 

2 5 If mi = 1 & c= 5, then di = 0~2 

1 4,5 If mi = 1 & c= 4, then di = 0~2 

1 2 5 

0 3~5 If mi = 1 & c= 3, then di = 0 

 
 
 

n = 6 

2 0 5   If mi = 0 & c= 5, then di = 0~4 
 

According to the Table 1, this protocol will generate many different results by the vary fault dormant fault 

and malicious fault. And the malicious fault influences heavily more than the dormant fault in faulty tolerant 

capability 

According to above protocol, we give an example for improving the connection in a UNet structure. This 

example will use the worst case and best case to explain the different states. The worst case is representing the 

prior protocols c > 2m + d and (c+1)/2-1. Similarly, the best case we proposed protocol would increase the 

fault tolerant capability. Thus, our protocol based on the ci > 2mi + di and the allowable number of faulty TMs 

are   
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Giving an example for executing our protocol and show the structure as Figure 2. Firstly, we don’t know 

any other connectivity state except itself neighbor, like processor 1, it just knows the processor 2, 4, and 5 due 

to connect each other. Meanwhile, we have ∑
=

5

1
2

i
ic =8 TMs in this case. 

Figure 2.The connectivity of five-processor 

5

4

2

1

3
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In general, each processor just knows his connection of neighbors. Thus, each processor uses the 

(ci+1)/2-1 to compute his connection fault tolerant capability. Subsequently, we will explain the worst case 

and best as follow. 

 

Worst Case: 

If the faulty numbers are focus on the particular processor that has minimum connectivity, likes processor 1 

and 3. The computing as follow: 

ft : the total numbers of allowable faulty TMs in a UNet 

The number of allowable faulty TMs in processor 1: 

(c1+1)/2-1 = (1+1)/2-1 = 1 , ci > 2mi + di 

or 

The number of allowable faulty TMs in processor 2: 

(c2+1)/2-1 = (1+1)/2-1 = 1 , ci > 2mi + di 

Thus, the worst case is ft = (cδ +1)/2-1 = 1, where cδ is the smallest connectivity of the system. 

Best Case: 

According to worst case, we can understand the connectivity is a most important factor in faulty tolerant 

capability. Thus, the faulty numbers of best case will disperse to each processor. Our example is showing in 

Figure 3(a), the faulty numbers appear in processor 4. The computing as follow: 
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The result shows the fault tolerant capability is 2 more than the prior worst case. It is distinct from worst 

case and best case. Thus, we can gain the conclusion that all of the case in a UNet environment will be bounded 

in equation 3. 

ft : the total numbers of allowable faulty TMs in a UNet 

cδ : the smallest connectivity of the system 

(cδ +1)/2-1 ≦ ft ≧   
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According the protocol UNP, the consensus problem is shown in Figure 3. The UNP contains two phases, 

message exchange phase and decision making phase. In the first round of message exchange, each processor i 



 

multicast its initial value vi through connected TM, 1≦ i ≦ n, and then receive other processors initial value 

as well. If there is no connection exists, replace it asλ. In the second round of message exchange message, and 

receives the vectors to construct the matrix MATi. After that, take majority value to construct the matrix MAJi. 

The last step is to reach an agreement in the decision making phase. 

The messages received by processor i in the first round of message exchange are illustrated in Figure 3(b). 

In second round of message exchange, each processor does the same thing to construct the matrix MATi in 

Figure 3(c). Subsequently, take majority value to construct the MATi is in Figure 3(d). Finally, it gain the 

agreement value in the decision making phase. 

 

 

 

 

                                    

 

 

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 
0 1 λ 0 0 
1 0 0 0 λ 
λ 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 
1 λ λ 0 1 

1 2 3 4 5
0
0
0
?
1

1 2 3 4 5
0
0
0
1
?

1 3 4
1
0
0

0
1

0

0

0

   0           0           0         0      λ           

   1         1          λ       0       λ           

2 5

  λ         1          λ       0       0           

  λ         0           0         0      λ           

  λ         1            1         1      0           

  λ        λ          λ       0       1           

  λ         0           0         0       0           

   0          0         λ      0       0           

  λ          1         λ        0       0           

   1         λ          λ       0      λ           

   1          0         λ       1      0           

   0         0           0      0      λ           

  λ         0           0       0       λ           

   0         1          1       1       λ           

   0        λ          λ       0       λ           

� Messages received by Processor 1

� Messages received by Processor  2

� Messages received by Processor  3
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Faulty TM 

Figure 3(a) A UNet 

Figure 3 (c). 
Construct the matrix MATi 

Figure 3 (d) 
Take the majority v

C

Figure 3. An example of reachin
   
Figure 3(b). The vector received in the first round 
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1 2 3 4 5
?
0
0
1
0

1 3 4
0
0
0

1
?

0

0

   1          0          0       0       λ           

   0        λ        λ       1       0           

2 5

   0          1         λ      0       1           

  λ         0         0        0       1           

   1         λ          λ       0       0           

   1         1           1       1       1           

   1         λ           0        0      λ           

  λ        λ           0       1       0           

   1         λ         1       0       0           

   1        λ          λ       1        1           

� Messages received by Processor  4

� Messages received by Processor  5

 alue 

Figure 3(c). 
onstruct the matrix MATi 

Figure 3(d) 
Take the majority value 

g a common agreement in a UNet 
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4.Correctness and Complexity 

The following lemmas and theorems are used to prove the correctness and complexity of protocol UNP. 

Lemma 1: If there is a MATj = ¬ vi in MATi, then at least there is one processor with an initial value which 

disagrees with vi in the environment.  

Proof: The majority value in the k-th row =¬ vi means that there are at least (n+1)/2 vi’s in the k-th row (n 

is the number of processors). Since the number of faulty TMs is at most (n/2)-1, there exists at 

least one value ¬ vi received from a healthy transmission medium. In other words, there is a 

processor that has a disagreeable initial value. � 

Lemma 2: Let the initial value of processor i be vi and the TMij is healthy (not faulty), then the majority value 

at the i-th row in MATj should be vi.  

Proof: Since TMij is healthy, the processor j will receive vi from processor i in the first round and vij = vi in 

MATj. Meanwhile, the value vi of processor i will be broadcasted to the others. There are at most 

n/2-1 malicious faulty TMs in the system. In the second round, processor j receives at least 

(n-1)-(n/2-1) = n/2 vi’s in the i-th row of MATj. Hence, there are at least n/2+1 vi’s in the i-th 

row, and the majority value in the i-th row should be equal to vi. � 

Lemma 3: If the initial value of processor i is vi, whether the TMij is healthy or not, the majority value at the 

i-th row of MATj, 1≤ j ≤ n, should be either vi or can not be determined with vij = ¬ vi. 

Proof: By Lemma 2, when TMij is healthy, the majority value of the i-th row in processor j is vi, for 1≤ j ≤ 

n. When TMij is under the influence of malicious fault, we consider the following two cases after 

running the first round. 

Case 1: vij = vi 

Since there are at most n/2-1 malicious faulty TMs connected with processor j, at most n/2-1 

values that may be ¬ vi’s in the second round. The number of vi’s is [(n-1)-(n/2-1)]+1= n/2+1 in 

the i-th row; therefore, the majority of the i-th row in MAT i is vi. 

Case 2: vij = ¬ vi 

There are at most n/2-1 malicious faulty TMs. Therefore, in the second round, the total number of 

¬ vi‘s does not exceed (n/2-1)+1= n/2 and the number of vi‘s is at least [(n-1)-(n/2-1)]= n/2. If 

n is an even number, then n/2=n/2, the majority of the i-th row in MATj cannot be determined. If 
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n is an odd number, then n/2<n/2. Hence, the majority of the i-th row in MATj is vi. � 

Lemma 4: If (¬∃ MAJk =¬  vi) and {(∃ MAJk =?) and (vki =vi)} in MATi, then DECi = φ is healthy. 

Proof: If MAJk does not exist or cannot be determined, there are exactly n/2 v’s and n/2 ¬ v’s in the k-th row. 

Let vki = v in MATi, then, all n/2 ¬ v’s should be received in the second round. Notably, n/2-1 

malicious faulty TMs are in the system. Therefore, in the second round, processor i at least receives a 

value from processor k without any disturbance. The initial value of processor k should disagree with 

the initial value of processor i; hence it is healthy to choose DECi = φ 

If vki = ¬ vi, we claim that ¬ vi ought to be passed by a faulty TM from processor k, and the initial 

value of processor be ¬vki = vi. 

To prove, if TMki is healthy, then the initial value of processor k should be ¬  vi. By Lemma 2, the 

majority value of the k-th row in MATi is ¬vi. This is contradiction with the condition of (¬∃ MAJk = 

¬  vi). 

If the initial value of processor k was ¬vi, then, by Lemma 3, MAJk should be either ¬ vi or cannot be 

determined for vki = vi. It is a contradiction. �  

Theorem 1: UNP is valid. 

Proof:  According to Lemma 1, 2, 3,and 4, the validity of UNP is confirmed. � 

Theorem 2: Protocol UNP can reach a consensus. 

Proof: 

(1) Agreement: 

Part 1: If a healthy processor agrees on φ, then all healthy processors should agree on φ. 

If the healthy processor p with initial value vi agrees on φ, by Theorem 1, at least there is a healthy 

processor k with initial value ¬  vi in the environment. By Lemma 4, the majority value in the k-th 

row of MATj, 1≤j≤n, should be either ¬  vi or ? (can not be determined) for vkj = vi. All healthy 

processors with initial value vi agree on. Similarly, for the healthy processor p with initial value ¬  vi, 

the majority value of the p-th row in MATj, 1≤j≤n, should be either vi or cannot be determined with 

¬ vij = vi. All healthy processors with initial value ¬ vi agree on φ, too. 

Part 2: If a healthy processor agrees on vi, then all healthy processors should agree on vi. 

If the healthy processor i with initial value vi and DECi = vi, but there exists some healthy processor j, 
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j ≠ i, which has DECj ≠ vi. Therefore, such a situation is impossible. To demonstrate this 

impossibility, if DECj =φ, by Part 1, then DECi = φ. This contradicts the above assumption. 

If DECj = ¬ vi, unless the initial value of processor j is ¬ vi; otherwise, it is impossible according to 

the definition of a consensus problem. However, if the initial value of processor j is ¬vi, by Lemma 4, 

MAJi equals to ¬  vi or cannot be determined with vji = vi in MATi. Then, DECj = φ, it is a 

contradiction. Hence, all healthy processors should agree on the same value by the definition of 

consensus problem. 

(2) Validity: 

To prove this case, the initial value of all processors should be the same. If there is a value ¬ vi in 

MATj, 1≤ j ≤n, then the value must be attributed to a malicious faulty communication medium. There 

are at most n/2-1 malicious faulty communication medias; hence, there is at most n/2-1 ¬ vi‘s in 

each row. Since the value received in the first round may be ¬ vi, the majority of each row for all 

MATj should be vi. Therefore, all healthy processors should agree on vi. � 

Theorem 3: The most amount of information exchange by UNP is O(n2). 

Proof: In the first round, each processor sends out at most (n-1) copies of its initial value to the other 

processors. In the second round, an n-element vector is sent to the other at most n-1 processors in 

the environment; therefore, the total number of message exchanges are at most (n-1) + (n*(n-1)). 

This finding implies that the complexity of information exchange is O(n2). � 

Theorem 4: The number of allowable faulty components of UNP is (cδ+1)/2-1 ≦ ft ≦
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Proof: According to the prior literatures, we can know the allowable faulty TMs are (n/2-1), but we can 

tolerate the number of faulty TMs in (cδ+1)/2-1≦ft ≦   
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5. Conclusion 

Byzantine Agreement is a fundamental problem in a distributed environment. These problems are studied 

by any kinds of the network model in the past. These protocols enlarge faulty tolerant capability gradually. 

However, it is inflexible in a real network of distributed environment. Each component in the intranet, extranet 
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and Internet can be changed, likes appearing or disappearing. Thus, each processor maybe joins this agreement in 

any time. In addition, the component in faulty model will also generate different influences via a vary network. 

Similarly, the protocol must compute tolerant capability again when the network configuration is changed. 

Finally, the protocol UNP we proposed will redefine the distributed network environment in an 

unknowable model and achieve the common value if the condition ci > 2mi + di are satisfied. Similarly, we prove 

the equation   
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ic  to increase faulty tolerant capability. Thus, according to our computing, 

the faulty tolerant capability will be improved. This method is better than prior literatures. 
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